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Show, Dance To Close
Pan-American Weekal

t a..aa) 1 a,tellan,, :si,aii:sil .ii.lt‘, Will V.1:4,1 lai) ran Am..’ k.an Week a-rt.% 1:cs \\Ith the presentation
_ , ot a variety show tomornnv night at 8 o’clock, according to Pete Cortez, club primident
A comedy entitled No Fumadores will follow the program The comedy was wntten by Jacante
Benovente and is under the direction of Reed Scot t Cast of chanuters include Nancy Capas, Dorothy
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The variety show will include Stan Flores and h is Kunio coml.%) and a number of Spanish songs and
musical selections.
A dance will he held tomorrow night in Newman Hall to
close the week’s activities on campus It will be held from 9 p.m
to I o’clock.
Special desusaion groups
bc held in three sorority house,
CRAVEN SPEAKS
"This House Looks with Favor place im a:
day, in connection with "Greek Week... Any interested Greek
Dr J Howard Craven aa1,1
on the Rise of Nationalism in
Miss Alcock participated in last attend the meetings.
yesterday. "In one respect, the
Africa and the Middle East" is
A discussion on publicity
United States may be considered
the topic to be debated by split year’s campus international de.
public relations will be held at
the most underdeveloped country
teams of Scandinavian and SJS bate with students from the t::
the Sigma Kappa house, 168
In the world."
students in the Concert Hall of versity of London.
S. 11th St., from 4 to 5 pm. A
This was the shocking statethe Music Building tonight at
events
competitive
discussion will
ment Included In the ClinVdraSelmer oaa graduated from
7:30 o’clock.
he held at the Alpha Phi house,
lion ceremonies presented at
the University of Stockholm in
210 S 10th St.. from 7 to 8:30
11:30 a in. by the noted croonEdith Alcock of SJS will join
p.m.
A
third
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group
on
mi, a a, part of the Pan-Amerione of the Scandinavian stusocial
affairs
will
be
conducted
can Week celebration.
dents in upholding the affirmaGeorge Magar Marchic.an, re- at the Kappa Alpha Theta house.
lie
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tive side of the discussion and
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of
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Persislential
Meclai
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Iltli
from
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to
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true by the "crying need for more
Hugh Roberts of SJS will join the
pro
of Free,lom, will speak tomorrow
Investment funds because of the
other in presenting the negative
"Greek Week" activities still
tremendous enterprise system or
side of the question.
morning at 10:30 o’clock in the ,
up on Saturday with Panmind
the United States."
Concert Hall of the Music Build- hellenic. and Inter-Fraternit
The Scandinavian students.
GREAT RESOURCES
ing on the subject of his forth- Council, holding workshops in
Harold Uneas Serner and Pout
Dr (’raven was comparing the
.1 ‘Svanhalm. have not announccoming autobiograp’tv, "Sore
the morning.. The workshops
South American countries with
ed which of them oil take the
mill lie devoted to discussing
America " He will be iiitroIte,
the United States, and pointed out
affirmative and which the nog
prohtems
and
ideas
concerning
by Pre.ildent John T. Wahlqui
that these countries have the reit1ve side.
ruahine, pledging. exchanges,
sources for national wealth. but
The reataurateur,
form- pliblicity and house managedo not have the capital to deveMiss Alcock and Roberts reer, consultant to the .tuveriment, ment.
lop them lie pointed out that
centla. Yvon honors at the Town
;old industrialist is a "1.ne. foxe- I Special inCetings f-r presidents.
there is a need for private enterMeeting in Portland. Ore., where
-id speaker and a colorful per- social chairmen and pledges will
prise investments in these counthey participated on panels disson," according to Wan Joe ff. I be conducted Saturday afternoon
tries, as well as for government
cussing the improvement of our
West. "I’m sure everyone at- at 1.30 o’cleck in places to be
aid from the United States.
public schools. Roberts won sectendingg sutaitielenjoy
d.
himself," he designated Saturday morning at
In a summary of the problems
ond place speaker awards and
further
the workshops.
of the South American counMiss Aleock received the fourth
An all-Greek dan-e in the Tertrim Dr. Craven made the folMardikian three times has esof the Hawaiian Garlowing points.
caped from Russian and Turialsh race Room
officially will close the week
1 There is tremendous growth
prisions, and came to the United : dens
activities for sorority and frain the Latin American countries.
EDITH ALCOCK
States in 1922 following hi last of
members. The dance will ,
2 Many of the South American
. . : S.IS Representative
escape. He was smuggled out of ternity
Dulxds. and 1.aren Croft are pictured
at 9 p m Bob Lasley’s band , JEAN PETERSON. Billy Latin
countries are dependent on but
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American
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in
acabove
as
they
presented
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mai While In college he u as American Near East Relief Work- will play for the affair.
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-photo
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mately 230 pints of blood to the branch of the United Nations mined
by
the
Spanish
club,
sary for self support. As part of
in the Armenian Bay Scout mmeAll-Campus Blood Drive in the i Students Association.
this, there is a great need for
ment. a program neither the Bo.past two days, according to LaInvestment by private enterprise
UNITED PRESS ROUNDUP
lm is a student a t the sheviks not the Turks could pc:ton Thomas, SJS drive chair- University
.
Latin American exhibits will
of
Copenhagen.
where
man. If these figures are correct,
be displayed today and tomorrow
it will exceed the 225-pint quota he is chairman of the Council of
lie was naturalized as a Unit,
by the Natural Science and Home
National Union of Danish Stu- States Citizen a few years latcr.
et for the school.
Economics ,Departments and by
dents. Since 1953 he has been a and has served the U.S. in three j Not all students’ thoughts have
lhe college library.
The campaign, planned in conwars, receiving his most recent turned to fancies of spring as is
junction with Greek Week, is
citation for services in Korea, frora evidenced by the reduced amount
not over. however Greeks may
Lt. General Joseph M Swing of blue cards delivered by mail
donate tomorrow at the San Jose
for ." . . . cheerfully and unself- , this .week.
WASHINGTON
(I I., - The House yesterday passed th,
Mom.’ Certter,-440 14. ?feat Si,
Latest figurfleigiin the Regisfishly utilizing ills time and knowbetween 10:30 a.m. and 5 p.m.,
trar’s Office show a total of 2789 atd: all Democratic farm 11111 to restore rigid high price supports
ledge,
without
monetary
renumeraccording, to Maureen Larrigan,
ation, in his efforts to provide blue carcia stamped and dispatch- 0th’ year.
publicity chairman.
The roll s-all vote on iinal passage wis .2Y7 to 15(1 tor the hill.
better food service for the corn- ed. This is a marked improveGreek donations at that time
The action was President Eisenhower’s biggest legislative sethaLk
bat troops in Korea . . . without , ment over the previous semester,
will count toward the permanent
Student Council’s small agenda
regard to his personal comfort according to Miss Kay Ikeda, sen- or the year. lie had pleaded with Congress to maintain the administra
trophy which will be awarded
grew in size yesterday afternoon
ior clerk.
or safety."
Lions flexible pricc support system.
Saturday night when Greek Week
Three thousand four hundred
’ I The house acted in the face of until it encompassed five new itHis exploits made him the sub-; eighty nine students received blue
ends with a dance at the Hawai. Republican warnings that Mr. ems. including a request from
ject of a "Reader’s Digest" article cards fall semester, a total of 37
ian Gardens.
Eisenhower would veto the bill. Athletic Director Wilbur V. Hubin the September, 1952 edition. per cent of the student body
A trophy will go to the fratereven though it contains his $1 2 bard which may help build San
in a condensation from V.F.W.
Jose’s athletic teams
The spring enrollment was short
nity and sorority with the highest
billion "Soil Bank plan
Magazine He authored a piece of the fall enrollment mark by 255
The director’s request was for
percentage of membership donatThe measure now goes to the
himself in the Juiy 8 issue of "Col- persons. Against the ’,dal spring
Council support of a student drive
ing blood. "Until the dance,"
Senate
for
final
congressional
aclier’s" last year entitled "Wake enrollment of 9383. only 28 per
Miss Larrigan said. ’’the winners
non before being sent to the to solicit funds for the Spar-Ten
Up and Eat!"
CitaeoffreurefSettIneeeState-----will not be announced."
cent of the student body received , Answer" will be disco
by President
the blue notices.
boOsters-in an attempt to raise
Drive chairman Thomas anDr. Mortimer J. Adler, director
_
Instructors sent in a total of
money for the Atheltie Departnounced that there will be a Red
Institute
of
Philosophical
of
the
Cross station wagon in front of
4190 blue cards for the semester ,
SUICIDE SQUADS WITHDRAW menRti.,
’,nth the Pacific (oast
the Student Union tomorrow at
which is a drop of nearly 1500 . research in San Francisco, ill
Egypt Conferem e mused to raise work
10:30 a.m. It will transport stufrom the previous seme.ster. Al- Morris Dailey Auditorium next
Korean Veterans who Is
HUGH
ROBERTS
announced
(.A
l
ItnEag.eysptetr-da
)t
h.;
aid for atheltes from $73 to $100
dents at 15-minute intervals, to
to sign their March attendance together, instructors filed 5578 ; Thursday, April 19, at 8 p m.
. . . To Debate
of its peace-in-the-Middleast nu- and Mulnhard feels San Jose
the Blood Center.
forms last week. may take ad- ’ blue cards in the Registrar’s Of- I
Nation,
ilo
is
being
sponsored
by
Phi
gotiations
with
United
need more funds to compete
Miss Larrigan said that the member of the presidium of thr vantage of a late sign-up per- fice last .semester
Kappa Phi, the Key Club and Secretary General Dag Hammar- with other schools.
amount of blood donated and ’the Danish International
Studero iod which Nƒ ill he held on Friskjold,
withdrawing
that
it
was
Hubbard’s plan is for students
number of students participating Committee,
day, April 13. in the Korean
its Fectaveen suicide squads from to compete for prizes. Students
in the drive will aid SJS in reVeterans oilier.
Israel.
,olleiting the most new Spar-Ten
taining the Elk’s Selah Pereira
Dr. Fred Harcleroad, dean io
Award, which has never left SJS instruction, will be moderator.
A Cairo radio broadcast said memberships. at $10 apiece, from
the Fedayeen. which has been local business men and other
raiding deep inside Israel, had citizens, will be in line to win
noTmhi
The aRteadl IyofCfiocinirms iftotreeth’eesterriay
completed their mission of "re- valuable items. In a similar conexceuvenge" for "Israeli attacks on test held several years ago these
7
tive positions at a meeting at 3:30
prizes included it television set
Gaza citizens"
pm in the Student Union.
’’The Medium’ and ’"The TeleThe announcement came only and an automobile.
Nominated for chain.nan were
The Council appointed Al Behr,
phone." two one-act operas, will
h,..irs after Harnmarskjold’s first
Gary Waller iind Ron Iverson.
be presented in the College Theameeting with Egyptian Premier representative at large, to apFor vice-chairrnan 011ie Guinn
the Rally Committee to
ter at 8:15 o’clock tonight by the
Garnet Abdel Nasser for "crucial
and Ted Terzakis were nominated.
rsugstcelt:t
rua
that it possibly could
SJS Drama and Music Departtalks
The only person nominated this
handle
contest-xorking with
ments They will be repeated Friweek for the post of treasurer
Tile radio atmouncement said Hubbardthe
and the Spar-Tens-and
day and Saturday nights this
was Mickey Simonet.
300 Fedayeens were sant across set a tentative
date for the drive
week and April 17, 19, 20 and 21.
Two persons were nominated
the Gaza frontier aad completed to begin.
The operas. by Gian-Carlo
for corresponding secretary. They
’ SO attacks
Other Items of intaineas conMenotti. were presented on Broadwere Cindy Wilk and Joyce Residered Iim the Council included
way for the first time in 1947 and
stine. Nominated for recording
a report from Koh $" ken chief
since have been widely produced
secretary were Ito’ Wolf. Bev Mcfo’ire of the Student Court.
by theater groups throughout the
Vieker and Mary Kay Minitel
mho said his group his oritDR. MORTIMER J. ADLER
country.
Dick Sargent and Buster GalJohn T. Wah’quad, presi- lett letters to many local colleges
Dr
Tiy name Educator
!ars were nominated for male reThe S.1S cast is composed of I
dent of San Joss State Collette. requesting information concern nresentative-at-large. and Sue
both faculty and students.
will speak to the Senior Brief- Inc election procedure Ile
Gibbet, Chris Richards, Garry Sigma Xi, campus honor societies, iTig class today at 11:43 a m lii IVA’’s to present Ilui ma tersa
"The Telephone" is a comedy
I
and
lecture
committee
headed
the
Kare and Mickey Simonet were
Morris Dailey Auditorium.
concerning two young lovers who
to the Conned iii the near fitnominated for the female repre- by Joe H West. Dean of Educasuccessfully solve the problem
President Wahlquist will speak lure.
sentative-at-lar_e post.
tional Services and Summer Se- on the responsibilities of the Stuof marriat,:e proposal over the
Ray Freeman reported the StuThe Rally Committee also sinus.
telephone. The lovers, Lucy and
dent to the college
dent Activities Board has set
agreed to a proposal to raise funds
Ben. are played by Carole Rossi
The talk will be illustrated April 30 as deadline for groups
for the Spar-Ten Club, to aid
Dr. Adler spoke before a large
lit-.
and Robert Gibbs
file for protective dates Letwas suggested by and enthusiastic audience here ’with charts and graphs showing to
athletes
This
mare
serious
1 II opera of a
the enrollment at S.M. according tem containing the requirements
Student
,il
of
"The
Medium."
deals
with
in
1933
under
the
auspice:
President
Watilquist.
for
such dates were sent to these
nature.
to
the motive:: of frustration, fear
Kappa 1k-I t ; I phi. national holm) . Prior to thr talk, the seniors groups this week
and anger, as expressed by a
The Council apnroved a Public
society in the field of education. will hear announcements and dismedium after a seance
CUF1,1,Pn.4 of interest to the class, Relations Committee request to
Dr
William
Gould,
according to
according to James F Jacobs .co- allow them ta publish the Sparta
Miss Maurine Thompaon, asprofessor of journalism He was
nf the Senim.
Kev next .eme.ler
sociate professor of music. sings
one of those who
the lead role in the production.
Students in supporting roles are
Great Doiƒlcs Mov,
Jane Ann Fritz, Monica; Hobert
meeting of s.el wra I elementary teaching as professor of the philoafontilla, Toby; Barbara Wells,
Tiƒotits for four nne-act PLO, teophant Down. ’ The Pie Jed the
and kindergarlen-primary ma- sophy of law at the Univentity
Mrs Gobindeaux; Richard Styles.
5.1‘i be held from 4’30 to 5:30 Tart" by M. Jagendorf and "Heljors planning to student teach in of Chicago
pin. on Monday and Tuesday in lo Out ’I here" by William Saroami
Mr. Gobindeaux: lionnie Rot Inc.
the fail) serneater. originally scheMrs Nolan. and Marilyne Price.
duled for today. has been postlie la tune of the most reknown- the Speech and Drama building,
Tryouts for "Lord Itron’s Love
RORER r GIDIRS (left) and Drama Department% in the Coloff stage voice.
poned until next Thursday, Mrs. ed and controversial figures in according to John Kerr, associate
Letter" will be held in Room
W Gibson Walters, associate Carole Rossi (right’ are the lege Theater tonight at 8:13
Grace
Walkinton, elementary the field of modern college edu- professor of drama.
featured plalers in -The Tele- "The Nfedium" also will be
Pie itauer or Dreams in
professor of musk. is conductor.
cation, and was featured in-as- ___The_eatesaiellaich-aert
,T11coordinator. announced today.
phone." owe of the epees* to Fora, flied. Bath operas are by
iineLJohn R_ Kerr. _associate
The meeting has been resche- "Times" magazine article last dent directed are, "Lord BYTOn’a !Room 122, "The Pie and the Tart
fessor of drama, is ilirecting the he presented by the 51unie and Gian-Carlo Menotti.
duled for April 19 at 2:30 p.m year, his picture appearing on , Love Letter" ba Tennessee Wi- in Room 120 and "Hello Out
staging.
photo by Hasa Lins I in Room 55
the cover.
llows, "The Mauer of Dreams" by There" in Room 114.
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San Jose; Scandinavian Students
To Debate on Nationalism Tonight

’Special Discussion Periods on Program
Today as ’Greek We ek’ Nears End
Mardikian To Talk
On Autobiography,
’Song of America’

Committee Extends
SJS Blood Drive

Instructors Send
Fewer Blue Cards
For Spring Term

House Passes Catch-All
Farm Bill Goes to Senate Director Requests

Help in Raising
Funds for Athletes

Speaker to Discuss
Science Questions

Korean Vet Forms

OneAct Operas, Medium "Telephone ’ To Open Tonight

Rally Committee
N mina tes Off icers

Senior Briefing

G.E., K.P. Majors
Postpone Meeting

Drama Department Schedules Tryouts
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Spartan Delegation Rates Sixth
Place in Model U.N. Conference

ae-V
kur,rle.
;1 textbook in current use by the Journalism De
partment. -The success of a republic depends in large measure upon
lusar Thrust and Parry:
the participation of its citizens in the expression of opinion as to both
It has conic to ins attention that there have been mans comments laws and candidates fur office. If citizens do not accept their responsi
in favor of the recent JS Men’s tiler t lob concert But as one V. ho tidily, if they fail to go to the ballot box. they are renouncing a privilege
appreciates fine muaic. which this tir,4;rain .upposedly represented. I and a duty It is therefore the business of the press to report accurately
ƒ,iis deeply disappointed.
the political and governmental affairs of the day."
While I enjoyed a few of the selections. it seems that the
I don’t believe any further comment on my part is necessary.
uas
isnot
overall production
more tyPical af a tele%
%Ariel, skon
John L Dowden, ASB 6264
This is altogether the %rung form of music to be presented by
a Wee Club: whereas the late or Princeton Glee Clubs sing Iraditional college and classical numbers sith aesthetic salues, the
Thrust and Parry:
SJS Club sings "Arkansas ’Praseler."
It is heartening to read In the editorial column of the Spartan
The modern arrangements Were Completely out of place, and the Daily at least a tacit confession that cheating does exist and is to be
soloist, weren’t singers. they were crooners.
somewhat frowned upon. It is significant to note. however. that the
I.rt us hype that our future glee club productions are concocts editor. while quite able to express opinions on a variety of other probnut saudesille revivals.
lems !elated to the campus. is singularly silent on this vital point.
Music Lover,
At. a matter of fact, the article quoted by the editor does not
Jerry Slake), ASB 10?92
go into the matter to any great depth either. While putting the
blame on the parents of the students emphasizes the -democratic"
aspects of our system of public education. the responsible parties,
Dear Thrust and Parry:
administrators and professors WO. Ale, for some curious reason,
After reading the results of the Phelan Contest in Tuesday’s
not mentioned.
Daily, several questions arise that should be answered by someone.
Thai d sufficient amount of intelligent planning and resourcefulsome
who
would
like
to
know
what
the
titles
of
the
There are
ness has been expended in this direction can be illustrated by observing
and
we
also
oould
like
to
have
winning mass and poems are
the management of grading etc. at Reed College. There, the goals
same et these winning contributions published here in the Daily.
of education have been held in their proper perspective with admirabii
Also. we would like to have the names of the instructors who results. If the desire to do something about this matter of cheating
did the judging Thirdly. it appears odd that out of the seven top exists; that is, if the persons concerned t and I don’t mean the parental
winners. hie were English majors and vsun most of all the money which to remedy the situation and feel that it really is detrimental tic
offered in prizes
the student. there is only one course to follow in an institution ILPerhaps, to put our minds at ease. it would be in order to have size of SJS.
the entire procedure of judging the contest made public.
Since the object of the cheater is ostensibly academic advancement
It iant the principle of the thing that matters, but the money.
(with only a secondary interest in the material under study) the sinASB 11055
cere student, having a genuine interest in the subject, is not actually
concerned with the mark of ostensible academic advancement. Thus,
the prestige value of an "A" or a "B" means more to the prospective
Dear Thrust and Parry:
cheater than to the serious student.
average
student
with
little
or
no
interest
in
student
governAs an
The obvious thing to do then is to eliminate the source of this
Clarke’s
letter
in
the
April
10
issue
ment, I was delighted to see Mr
enticement to cheat: that is, eliminate the grade. A confidential record
of the Spartan Daily By it we are informed that the Physical Educould be kept of a student’s progress, which only in the event of uncation Department and the school paper owe their existence to the
satisfactory performance would be used to influence the student to
Student Council.
do better. This has proven successful at Reed and other colleges, and
It is evident that if nun e information of this type showing
there is no good reason why it cannot be tried here.
the students how much they Owe to student gusernment were pre
Franz Klitza, ASB 7902
panicked
rush
to
the
polls
would
be
horrendous.
.
seuted. the
thankinSurely Dr. Bentel and Mr. liartranft would join me in
Mr Clarke for this urgent enlightenment.
Uhl and l’arry
Charles T. Chappell
It is about time that the students and faculty of SJS awake and
ASB 6461
notice the vocal talent that is on our campus. We have an excellent
A Cappella choir and two glee clubs. One of these, the glee club
It is the feeling of this writer that the Spartan Daily has failed recently proved its worth before a packed auditorium. According to
the comments at people in attendance and newspaper reviews. the
in what should he one of its major responsibilities.
I refer to the fact that the Daily’s news and editorial columns are program was a brilliant success. However, certain camps in the Music
was a detriment to the music edulimited in scope and fail to reflect adequately the opinions and at- Department feel that the program
cation program of this college.
titudes of the college community it serves.
According to the complaint of the Music Department. the perTuesday, the city of San Jose held a general election. No coverage,
formance did not live up to the standards of the Music Departinterpretation or comment was accorded this fact by the Spartan Daily.
ment. May we ask just what are these "standards"? Do these
Thursday, April 12, is the last day for soters to register for
standards consist of having an music remain In the dusty archives
the important June primary. At this writing. no attempt on your
pm( 11,1% been made to get those of voting ac on this campus to
of antiquity? We also are admirers of antiquity, but we do feel
that we must live in the modern age.
I egkter for this primary.
The A (’appella choir has no peers when it comes to a fully
rounded cia.ssical performance. Shouldn’t the music of our country and
age be represented also?
A mark of distinction in any field is to be well versed in all
phases of that field. By cutting out the "lower forms" of music and
Entered es second clots matter April turning its back on them as though they did nut exist shows only
24, 1934, at Son Jos*, Calif., undo, rho ignorance on the part of the Music Department. We hope that the
air of March 3, 1979 Mitinbor California honored musicians i n the Music Department are not guilty of this
Nowtpapot Publisher. AttoriatIon.
iniquity.
Pablithitd doily by rho Atoriotod Stu
Keep the SJS Men’s Glee Club as it is. PLEASE.
dnls of Son lose Stat Collg
iiirrpt
Francia B. Jackson ASH 2826
end
Sunday,
during
th
Satorday
Carl Bergren 10636
epos with ens Ito during oath final
Barbara Finley 926
surrolnation period
Al Shulman 10727
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He
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Out of Place

Could Foil Cheaters
i.

Contest Queries

Thanks Clarke

Approves Selections

Daily at Fault?

Lets Go!!
Spaitanaihi
WHERE?
To The Coop
. Of Course

the campus
meeting place

At Coffee Time,
Coke Time,
Lunch Time,
Any Time

THE COOP

ENGINEERS
Join the Fight Against Smog
WESTERN PRECIPITATION CORPORATION,
operot.--,
oonationally with ’ -- iquarters in Los Angeles, is a fifty
,eur old pioneer in the dynamic expanding field of air polio, on control rind rerosiery of values from waste products.
This unique organization offers the young engineer
Om following exceptional opportunities:
* I. wort, thetly wleh

14.141

* to engage

en ntotitsrinq
all inginvirting Iiirldt

*

ng.nPre

nginriring

worli which tot arton

t. gain itispotiont ffrding toondd vitt..., of rlationthipt of
mop., batenoin funrt,nt-soles, engtntong,
11/.0130 5.
ofc .
to gain portnc.

and study in tptialired

handl growth peetntral

field with

lircop-

* to shed! and grow henhhor with many
cilisstis and titchnlogit,

I

trnnr

lorgruel, eatalyht terfinIng, alt.

diffirrnt indottrial prpaw, powr plani . ental

PLUS srellent beginning salary, regulor incrences
training and generous fringe benefits

during

Interviews with June engineering graduates will be
at the Plactiment Office Friday, April 13, 1956,
from 9 20 a m to 12 noon

meettniis
announcements
Alpha Beta Alpha will meet today at 3::I0 p.m. in L 212.
California Student Teachers Association public relations committee
i ill meet tomorrow at 2 30 p ni
in Room 157 to discuss the visitation
;c., local high schooLs.
Californa Student Teachers Association, Alpha Phi Omega, Chi
I’, Sigma and Sparvets will meet in front of the Police School Sunday
C? 1.30 p Hi. for a trip to the beach
Collegiate Christian Fellowship ss ill meet today at 12:30 p.m. in
H-corn 157.
Engineering Society will meet tomorrow at 7:30 p.m. in E 118
Institute of Radio Engineers will hear guest speaker Jack Croad
its meeting today at 12 30 p itt 111 E 103.
International Students Organisation will hear committee reports
,1 meeting today at 3 34t p in in SD Building.
Iota Delta Phi will meet today at 7 30 p in al (123 S. 2nd St
Kindergarten-Primary and (ieneral Education student teachers for
He fall semester will meet hiday at :i 30 p in in I lie Little Theater,
1:,orn 55
Psi Chi will elect nevr officers and hold a symposiuM at its meet
rid tomorrow night at 7.30 o’clock at 230 S 17th ’0
Recognition Cionmitkm will meet today at 3 3u p m in the Student
social AMU, Committee will meet today at 3:30 p.m. in the
.tudent Union

is now able to devote all of his ed a decision, but not before the
time to his major naturally ban
wrangling and debating over the
an edge.
Issue had just about worn them
However. not once did any of out
Both the delegate Nom Great
the SJS delegatesor any of the
other delegates for that niatter Kritain and Ireland had agreed
the previous night to settle the
consider the edge that some students had Consequently the dif- matter peacefully between themselves. thereby avoiding preferences in education were resolved simply through the spirit and sentation of the controversy beenthusiasm of the delegates
fore the Ceneral Assembly The
Security council agreed to this
MOCK WAR
but demanded that the two
Probably the most outstanding
event of the entire conference was countriea present a report on
embodied in the mock war stag- the matter as 40011 21% *Useable.
ed between South and North IreThough this was probably the
land.
most exciting and unusual aspect
At about 2 o’clock Thursday of the conference It did not detract
afternoon a special edition of The from the other proceedings in
Oregon State Barometer (the the least Actually, most of the
daily newspaper) hit the stands conference was just as exciting
Across the top of the single sheet and as interesting.
screamed the headline. "EIRE INSTANFORD NEXT SITE
vAnrs. NORTH IRELAND."
This year’s conference is over,
The body of the paper describ- but the Seventh Session of the
ed makehelieve battles told the Model United Nations Conference
is yet to come. Stanford will be
invaders position and reported
the host school next year. and if
on Great Britain’s reaction to
the matter. The Ufa) clue to the it can approach the competence
fictitious quality of the special with which Oregon State handled
edition was in fine print Just it then they will have dune something for which to be proud.
below the Masthead It read:
Every delegate that attended
"All articles dud incidents in
from 5,15 may be proud of his
I this paper are lietitious. They
efforts. The NUN was a huge
were especial’s written as a
success. It was a success betest case for the Model United
cause delegates such as those
Nations."
from 5,1S put time and effort
Students began gathering in
small groups outside of commit- into making it more than just
Inane College Contee meetings. Some became indlg- another
nant and demanded Immediate ference.
These are the SJS students who
By CLARK BIGGS
punitive action Others silently
Jazz a Is Carte finally arrives shook their heads and began won- contributed their efforts: Barbara
in the Bay Area Saturday night dering what their policy In such Anderson. chairman of the delegation; Dr Jackson T. Main, adwhen Irving Granz bring; Sarah matters should be.
viser; Dale Hanst, political securiVaughan, the Dave Brubeck
SECURITY COUNCIL
ty: Bob Lindsey. economic and
Quartet, the Hi-Lo’s, the Red
A special meeting of the SeNorvo Trio and the Buddy De- curity Council was called that finance; George Hoehn, and Jeanne Walcatauke, social, cultural
Franeo Quartet to the Oakland evening to investigate
the matter and humanitarian; Penny Keever
Auditorium Arena.
At 8 p m the question of Ire- and Richard Evanoff, trusteeship;
It seldom is possible to hear land came to the fare. At the
so many jazz greats on a single same time a special dance given Joe LaCasca, economic and social
program. Contrary to a rumor in honor of MUN delegates got council.
Peter Chung, ad hoc peace obwhich has been circulating, there underway. The auditorium In
are plenty of tickets available for which the Security CouncIT met servation; Sharon Wulfsberg, ad
the show at the Sherman-Clay was packed to capacity while hoc political; Barbara Grasso,
box offices in either San Fran- the dance remained comparatively block co-ordinator; and Rosemarie
Pedone, secretariat.
cisco or Oakland. The telephone empty.
numbers are: SUtter 1-1331 in
By 11:30 p.m. Thursday evenSan Francisco and HIgate 4-7585
"See" with EASE
ing, a decision had not been
in Oakland.
reached. The question was
and
The cost of tickets is $2 25 to It healer or
not it was a matter
$3.75 which is low when one for the United Nations or whethlooks at the list a entertainers
er the separate countries could
on the bill.
handle it themselves A move to
Sarah is slated to sing a few
recess until 8 a in. the next
_.if her tunes from her newest morning was made and
approvryes RAcitted
album, "Sarah in the Land of ed. and the delegates filed out
of
Ill-Fl." The nation’s third-rankGlosses Mode & Serviced
the auditorium.
ed singer in Downbeat magazine
Opi0Milid!,1
OHIOAN
However, when they left they
last year will make many wonder did
not, as would seem probable,
254
S.
Second
CV 5-274i
why she was so far down on return to
their living quarters,
Member of SPAR TEN
the list
but proceeded to gather their deRed Nary, who can boast legations together in order to disof helping to train Shorty Rog- cuss new problems. In the small
Ride-ers on his way to the top. will
hours of the morning the delebring In a very swinging group. gations finally gave up and went
UNITED TAXI
Red", lYne of Jazz has had much to bed.
on dotes
to do with the progression of
DIFFICULT DECISION
modern Java to what It Is today.
CY 4-2324
By mid-morning of the next d
Norco was one of the pioneers the Security Council had reachwho brought vibes Into prominence.
Clarinet has fallen Into rather
Personalized Service for
low usage in recent years as a
jazz instrument. Buddy DeFranco
Can Jose State Students
will show people Saturday night
the clarinet can be used very well
as a medium of modern jazz DeFranco, listed yearly as the numAND
ber one clarinetist, has a good
steady beat and sound, easy for
the audience to listen to and
understand.
15% CASH & CARRY DISCOUNT
The HI-Lo’s, from whom the
722 - 726 Almaden Ave.
CV. 3-8668
Four Freshmen get ideas and
rtyle. are the fastest rising vocal
group of 1955-66. As Sammy
Davis Jr., says, they offer sound
and phrasing altogether different from anything that has gone
before.
LITTLE TROUBLE
Little need be said of the worth
of Dave Flrubeck, Paul Desmond,
Norman Bates and Joe Dodge.
They had little trouble being voted top Jan quartet In the nation
(’omit Basic gave san !es,
a rare treat March 31 when he
brought his big band to the
Ivic Auditorium After having
listened to trios, quartets, sextets and ot-lets. It was a pleasure to hear the IS thieve on hesIra play the great tunes that
made Rasle the music leader he
is today.
Sonny Payne, on drums, Is one
of the top men in an era of
great drummers. His anticipation
of the phrases and technique
give the band so much added
drive it Is Impostilblemot to move
with the group. At one time he
broke Into 8 solo for ten minutes
while the rest of the band left
the stage for a rest.
SOME RIC4SRfl
Freddie Greene, guitarist, has
been with the Count for 18 years,
ubich must be some sort of record in the music industry.
Joe Williams is the popular
new blues singer with Basle His
voice
the old tradition and
back pleasant memoriesof tic past.
Fiank Foster and Frank We team up smoothly on tenor sax,
especially on the tune named for
them, "Two Franks." It appears
on the new Clef LP, "Basle."
Positive prim( that the SJS
delegation did an outstanding job
was received yesterday when it
was reported that 5.15 had placed
sixth in the voting for the outstanding lare,e school presentation.
The University of California at
hos Angeles, representing the Union of South Africa. took first
place in the large school division.
In the small school division,
Los Angeles State College placed
first It represented the country of Iran.
College of Idaho, representing
New Zealand, won an award fur
efforts in pre-conference preparation
When taking into consideration the at) colleges attending
the Model United Nations, sixth place is high. Competition
was extremely keen and In many
respects almost unfair. The University of Southern California
had some outstanding delegates
who were graduate students in
political science. When it graduate student Is Pitted against
an undergraduate, the one who

comrovr
DR. CHENNELL

OPTOMETRIST

TROY LAUNDRY
DRY CLEANING

3rd Anniversary Sale

BURGERS
10c
Friday and Saturday Only
April 13 and 14

BURGER BAR
4th and Julian
South 1st and Keyes
West Santa Clara at Delmas

**
/904.609119.11.01WilifteM19462604,664,0,416
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NCAA Ring Tourney Starts

From

This Corner

Four Spartan Aces
Square Off Tonight

By PETER MEMEL
Sports Editor

USC Has Beit Ever College Track Team
ast Saturda)
e had the pleasure of seeing the Southern (’all
fornia track and field team demolish California, 96-35. Although we
rooted for Cal, we could not help
but be impressed by the power of
the Trojan forces.
On the strength of performances
this season, it would seem safe to
say that this year’s USC club is
the strongest collegiate dual meet
team in history. Despite this, there
is a good chance USC will be dethroned in the NCAA meet. Already, experts are tabbing Kansas
and possibly UCLA as teams that
could down the Trojans.
The depth of the USC team is
flu’ n
prominent feature of the

squad. The Trojans are three deep ,
in every event so that injury of ,
top men will not hurt the team’s
chances. California, on the other ;
hand, Wai sunk when It lost Montel
Upshaw and Don Bowden. 110wever. even with these two outstanding performers, the Bears wouldn’t
even have come close.
Before the meet we were told by
the experts that the Trojans had
two weak events, the high jump
and the high hurdles. However
USC put three men over 6 ft. 2 In.
In the high jump for a sweep, and
Dave Lawson captured the high
hurdles in :14 9. The latter clocking
won’t break any records, but it
will won most college dual meets.

Four San Jose boxers siluare oti with the 1141,41’, hest tonight
,.Olen the 1956 edition of the National Colleelate Athletic Amociation
Tourney gets underway in Madison. Wis

San Jose contenders for the national championships are T.0
Chung, I 12 pounds; Al Julian, 139 pounds: Stu Rubme, 147 pounds.
and Mas Voshall, last year’s champ at 16 pounds
A record 92 boxers from 21 schools were entered in the tournament, but the list was screened to 71 boxers from 14 schools, still a
reciird high.

Idaho State and Wisconsin. are co favorites to win the champion-hips. Other schools entered are San Jose, Cal Poly, Michigan State,
Louisan.i State. Houston, Minnesota, Syracuse, NevadaWashington
State. Chico State, Detmit, Hawaii, Oklahoma, Virginia, Arkansas,
California, Colleee of Idaho and Marquette
San Jose’s Voshall, 1955 NCAA
champion, is entered in a star- quette to realize any title
studded division, and will meet Worts.

Ed Chambers of Wisconsin in
The remaining SJS entry, Stu
tonlaiirs tourney. Roger Rouse
of Idaho State. Chambers, George Rubin., boxes in division where
Sisinni of Michigan State and
Luple Onahacker of Houston are
the chief threats to Voishall’s
crown. Last year, the San Jose
captain defeated Chambers for
the division honors

Injury Bug Hits Cal Again
It seems the old injury bug has
struck California track forces
again. The loss of Upshaw and Bowden has had many experts saying "I told you so." We can remember when the pair was deciding on what college to attend: The
Bear bugaboo was raised then. For
some unknown reason nearly all
good trackmen who have gone to

California have ended Up with some
type of injury.
The list is too long to mention,
but includes such standouts as Hai
Davis, Grover Klemmer, Steve
Turner, Guy Blackburn, and now.
Upshaw and Bowden We are expecting that Leamon King will pull
a muscle any day now.

Lang Stanley To Get Competition
Spartan ace Lang Stanley will
finally get some competition in his
speciality, the half mile, when he
takes on Lon Spurrier next weekend and Fresno State’s Dave Casper and Tom Knoll, a week later.
Both meets are set for Spartan
With the exception of last week’s
440 when he broke the school record, Lang has not been running
any fa,der than he has had to in

order to win. However, all of
Lang’s moves have been designed
to get him in top condition when
June’s Olympic trials come around
The races against Spurrier,
World record holder for the two
lap event, and Casper will serve
as an excellent tuneup for May
18th’s state college meet when
Stanley will take on his old nemesis, Mal Whitfield, now competing for Los Angeles State.

MAX VOSNALL, Spartan 165
pound boxer, who is entered in
the N(’AA tourney starting tonight. Is shown receiving last
NCAA
year’,
championship
plaque. after defeating Wisconsin’s Everett Chambers, (second
from the right), in the tournament finals. Voshall will meet
Chambers tonight In the quarterfinals that start in Madison, Wis.
Presenting the championship
plaque was Bill Bursar. coobrector of last year’s N(’AA tournament at Pocatello.

Scoreboard
TODAY’S [VENTS
Boxing: National Collogialos at Madison, Wisc.
Baseball. San Joao J.C. at Municipal
Stadium, 3 p.m. (troth)
Golf: Cal Poly
Club, 1 p m.

at

Son

Jose Country

’Mural Tie Looms

ATO, Theta Chi
Top Frat Cagers

Another Important duly Is the
compilation, publication and mailin of brochures in all sports, ranging from a printed press book in
football to mimeographed material
on the other athletic teams. Programs for each game also are edited by Hill.
SERVICE TO PAPERS
The news service must supply
necessary photographs to newspapers , periodicals and official
publications and attempts to keep
the various players’ home towns
notified of accomplishments in
sports.
Still another time-consuming
obligation is to speak before
club groups and organizations,
both in San Jose and in the cities
where Spartans have a game
scheduled.
To accomplish his job. Hill must
know what each newspaper, press
service or radio station wants and
will use in the way of information.
GOOD IMPRESSION
The basic reason behind the

news service is to provide service
to various communication media
and to various publics with which
the school is concerned
San Jose’s president, Dr. John
T. Wahlqulst, once said the athtette program provided _ arldge
between the community and the
college as a whole and In many
cases was the only source of con

SJS Rifle Team Guns
For Stanford Victory
San Jose Slate’s varsity rifle
team will try to make it two
straight against Stanford today
when it faces the Indian marksmen at the National Guard Range.
In their last meeting, the Spartans
eked out a four point victory.
The high-flying locals moved into a three-way tie for the leadership of the Santa Clara Valley
Rifle League Tuesday night by
slipping past Santa Clara University, 1391-1390, It was the second
consecutive victory over the Brow
cos, the last one by an equally
close 1401-1400 martin,
Don Bickford’s 280 score paced

the locals. He was closely trailed
by teammates Al Truslow, 279;
Jerry Russell, 279.

Saturday In Stockton
A total of 13 milkshakes and
one chocolate cake were given
by Winter to the thinelads who
turned In seasonal hest perfortnanees butt week against
the Santa Clara Youth Center.
The chocolate cake went to Lang
Stanley for his :47.9 quartermile clocking whirls broke the
school record.
Winter reports Stanley will run
In both the 440 and 880 this
week It will be the last time the
Spartan ace will double He will
concentrate on the halfmUe in following meets against the Olympic
Club and Fresno State. Stanley
will to against Lon Spurrier,
World record holder, in the 880
In the Olympic Club meet
All the Spartans on the injury
Bat except Hiatt ale expected
to be ready this weekend,

fad round pai (an
113 poundsT. C. Chung, San Jos.,
vs. Doan Plemmons, Wisconsin

in
the home stretch tonight.
ATO knocked Kappa Alpha out of a first place tie by waxing the
K A. cagers, 42-29, Tuesday, while Theta Chi edged Sigma Alpha
Epsilon, 34.30. Both teams have 9.1 records with two games left to
play.
However ATO will receive another stem test tonight when it
takes on Delta Upsilon at 6:10 o’clock. D.U. holds down fourth spot in
league standings and could throw a madblock in front of ATO’s march
toward the fraternity cmwn.
Captain Shelley Beebe and Phil Montieth sparked the ATO
attack against Kappa Alpha. Beebe was the game’s high scorer with
points, while Montieth had 10 Hal Morrow scored 10 digets for

tact. Therefore, a good athletic
news eerslre can create a favorable Impression toward the
whool.
Another reason for the news

Frosh Baseballers
Battle 11.1C Today
Searching tor ƒ.ictory number
three, the freshman baseball team
will battle San 5ose J C today in
Municipal Stadium at 3 p.m
Coach Bill Gustafson disclosed
yesterday that he will go with
either Virgil Piper or Bill Leach
Oh the mound. In two previous
games with the junior college, the
frosh have split, winning 8-4, and
losing 11-8.
Don Christiansen will be behind
the plate for the Spartans todaƒ
With Gene Augius at first: Bill
Harvey at second: Bill Collins at
third; and Maury Hill at short
stop
Ron cilia Is slated to start in

W
9

ATO

9
Thota CM
Kappa Alpha II

service is that the institution is
supported by the public and it diserves to be informed fully of the
activities.
Hill, an assistant professor on
the P.E. staff. teaches classes in
athletic public relations and regular activity classes In addition to
his publicity work.
Although State’s news service
compares In size with many
schools near here, most schools
with the same enrollment as San
Jose have more personnel in the
athletic news bureau.
Hill has no full-tame assistant,
but one of the P E Department
secretaries is assigned to aid him
for a portion of each day. In addition, he gets assistance from

After serving on the St. John’s
faculty one year, Hill went into
the Navy where he served four
years, most of the time on sea
duty as a Lieutenant on the
USS Wichita.
After his discharge, he worked
for the Santa Barbara News Press,
both on clty-side and sports, until
he was named to San Jose’s athletic news service In May 1948.
Hill has been absent from his
post only once since 1948. This
occurred when he served on the
National Collegiate Athletic Association television committee from
June 1954 to January 1955 His
job consisted of working as a Hawn between the colleges and TV
networks in the production of football telecasts
From this synopsis of the
duties in San Jose Slate’s Athletic News Service, it is easy
to see how the man who put the
Spartans before thr public’s eyes
Is kept very bus) most of the
time.

two, lost six, and tied one.

winner

sin

James

Schmid... Wiscon-

!lave a WORIDO FUN!
Pavel with

Europe

and Francis Murphy, Whole, bout.
165

poundsMax
Voshall, Son
Jose, vs. Gomm Chambers, Wisconsin.

hope, will be pitted against
tough Dean Plemmons of Wisconsin In tonight’s bout Aim
regarded highly In this slot are
Jim Jackson of Minnesota and

Will Ira of WSC.
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ARCHIE’S

29.
Rollo Upsilon 39, Kappa Taw 36.
Lamb& CM Alpha 33, Delta Sigma
Phi 31.
Theta Xi 35, PlKsonsa Alpha 24.
Thole XChl 34, Sigma Alpha Epsilon 30
Sigma Chl 35, Coma Nu 30.
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You will find

Veal Cutlet

the finest

woth vegetable
85c

food
Alpha

STEAK

at
ARCH (’S

545 South Socond

Large Bottle
Milk-10c

to-9-12,114, --M-5-9897
fresh
popped
Cotton
cardlgan
,..bulky
fashion In

Basich Elected Prexy
Of Student P.E. Unit
Judy Basich was elected presldent of the Student Unit of the
California Association for Health
Physical Education. and Recreation for the school year of 195657.
Also elected were Bob Bergman,
vice president: Janice High. secretary: Ralph Kemper. treasure; Joan
Hook, program chairman: and
Jerry Dore, publicity chairman.

WHY
buy a Used Car?
English Ford tolls for $1541
and casts $3957 per month Matas
op to 40 mhos par gal Almost on’
used con will maino 114 neaosicar

A now

down

the bag!
Fluffy popcorn stitch,
worth It’s
salt In white,
Mock turtle
neck, two
big pockets,
washable,
Si M, L,
5.95

poymont

Undefeated Golf Team
To Meet Cal Poly Today
The

undefeated

Spartan

golf

leftfield with George Sanders in ! team w iii meet Cal Poly at the
centerfield and either Jim Schmidt
Or Randy Brawn In rIghtfleld.
Yesterday the freshman squad
was shutout by Mennen J. C., 3-0
In ten games the frosh have won

vs

11 entries are accepted. the highest number of all the divisions.
Top-notchers in this slot include
Ron Rall. ISC; Jim Contd. Nevadi; Frank Loducee Cal Poly:
Frank Murphy, Detroit and Bob
Rigolosi. Syracuse. Rubins will
meet the winner of the James
Schneider, Wisconsin, and Francis
Murphy, Detroit bout.

fratotnity

Hill was born and raised in Maryland and was graduated from St
John’s of Annapolis in 1941. While
in college, he played football,
ketball and lacrosse and served a,
the sports editor on the school

DANNY HILL
. . Dor, lop job

139 poundsAi Julian, Son Jos. vs.
Ulysses T. Brown, Virginia.
147 poundsStu Rubin*, San Jew

Julian, who was recently voted
San Jose’s most outstanding boxkappa Alpha.
Ron Skillickorn’s 10 points er comes up against Ulysses T.
sparked Theta Chi to its victory Brown of Virginia Julian will
oyer SAE. The game was tight have to beat out such comers as
from start to finish. Gary Graham Dan Axtman, IS, Dick Hartman,
was high scorer for SAE with nine Wisconsin, Pete Godinel, Cal
Polv and John Jennings of Marmarkers
Standings

paper.

San
tate’s track team received a serious blow when sprinter
Art Hiatt sustained a pulled muscle while working out Monday. How
long limit would be lost to the team remained in doubt although Coach
Bud Winter hoped he would be ready in time for next month’s West
Coast Relays.
Winter continues to be pleased by the improvement of the
Spartan squad, which meets College of Pacific and Iniversity of San
.
Francisco

NCAA Pairings

John Wagner racked up 19 pointto pace Delta Upsilon to a close
victory over Kappa Tau Nomr
Guest and Tom Volght each hit
nine for the losers.
Bob Huebner tanked 16 markers
In leading Theta Xi to victory over
Kappa Alpha, while Jim Fillette
athletes who are on work aid. The Pi
Sigma Chi In Its
latter group helps with the man- scored 12 for
Sigma No Jim Carter
agement of events and reporting victory over
of Sigma Nu was high scorer in the
the results.
latter game with 14 points.
SPORTS EDITOR

Serious Blow

Sprinter Art Hiatt
Has Pulled Muscle

Chung. Sparta’s lilt pound

Chi
A tie for first place between Alpha Tau Omega and Theta
Fraternity Basketball League standings loomed as the loop moves into

Hill, Athletic News Director,
Gets Publicity for Sports Events
By DON NASH
When you pick up an out-of-town
newspaper and read of San Jose
State’s athletic endeavors, do you
ever wonder how that paper got
the information?
The answer to this question is
State’s one-man athletic news service, Danny Hill. However. this is
only one of Hill’s responsibilities
as it is his job to attract attention
to San Jose’s physical education
program and create favorable influence toward the school.
Performing this function keeps
Hill busy many hums a daY
and sometimes seven days a
week. His complete duties are
too numerous to list but a few
of the major functions can be
outlined. Besides supplying the
wire services and San Francisco
papers with results of Spartan
fames. Hill vends out advance
announcements In all sports and
covers events in person for the
local papers If they are not staffed.
-

alpir -

San Jose Cowin). Club today
I weather permitting. at 1 p M.
Tuesday the SJS golfers racked
up victory number six, against
only one tie, by defeating San
Francisco State, 16,1-101-3.

(..ot to

Sang

n the Knitogrr

Horny Colson.
Authonurd Dialer
721 Willow at Deimos
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FIRST and SANTA CLARA

List of Billion Dollar-Plus Companies ,iskwhiaprecoroar rtatztiinon Representatives From Four Companies
State Capital Announces Low Bidders Swells to 33 During Business Boom I.A. Honor ’Plaque Schedule Interviews Today Tomorrow
On S1,228,000 SJS Classroom Building
sor
Disciples Fellowship
4

SPARTAN DAILY

Thursday. April 12, 1956

Dr Heber Allen Sotzin, proles- of four companies have been
topi__Tee biggeat boom in history ssƒeUed the
companies
doing
list of American
a business of more than one billion *warded the "Ship" Organization’s scheduled for today and tomorrow,
dollars a year from 29 to 33 last year, a United Picas SUrVey showed, annual citation for outstanding according to Dr. E W. Clements,
Placement Officer.
invites you
yesterday
leadership and moral scholarship
Sacramento Air Material Area
for
These 33 sales giants turned out an assortment of products that shown by an industrial arts teach- of McClellan Air Force Base, will
affected the lives of almost every American in one way or another, ; er, at the exhibition of the Cali- send a representative to the camCOFFEE AT 12
and rang up total sales of more than 90 billion dollars, or almost fornia Induprial Education As- pus today seeking administrative
following
, sociation in Bakersfield.
$530 for each man, woman and child in the 13 S.
and personnel technicians, proSunday morning
Only one such citation is award- duction control and specialists,
The five companies which joined the list last year were Firestone
ect
each
year
by
the
organization,
services
and accountants, plus all types
Tire & Rubber Co., International Ilarvester Co., Radio Corporation
of engineers To fulfill requireof America, Republic Steel Corp. and Union Carbide & Carbon Co.: whiZaisi made up of suppliers
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
materials used
ments for these positions, a degree
A decline in defense business was responsible for Boeing Airplane
classes
is the firstal time in these fields is necessary.
80 S. 5th St.
Company’s sales dipping below the one billion dollar mark in 1935. that an instructor from San Jose
Cascade Research Corp. of Los
In 1939. the year World War It began in Europe. only General State has received the plaque.
Gatos also will be on campus
Motors and the Bell Telephone System were doing an annual volume
Dr. Sotzin is on sabbatical leave today. The representative of this
of business in exees.s of one billion dollars.
at the present time, touring Eur- company is interested in interThe top eight companies are General Motors, Standard Oil (New ope. He has been connected with viewing electrical engineers
and
Jersey), Ford Motor Co., Bell System, Great Atlantic & Pacific, U.S. San Jose State College for the phytticists holding BS. or M.S.
Steel, Chrysler, and Sears and Roebuck.
past 25 years and is the chair- degrees in these fields.
_ . .
.
man of the Division of Applied
-1 PJlitzer Prize Ploy
Western Precipitation Corp. of
altic%11.ilitilead of the Industrial Los Angeles will send a repreArts
sentative to the campus tomorrow.
a beautiful
In addition to his duties at San The company is intereated in
Jose State, Dr. Sotzin has writ- persons with a degree in any
-Stooling-ten many articles for professional field of engineering.
for the dance
Di. Harald M It, prcaidert
magazines and other publications.
W. T. Grant Co of San Jose,
KIM NOVAK
WILLIAM HOLDEN
of the Aubudon Society of Red- , NEW YORK - (UP) - A Pas- I
also will be on campus tomorrow.
Priced at
Specially
lands, Calif , will be guest speak- aciena jockey worked his way up
ROSALIND RUSSELL
Management trainees are sought,
er at the Aubudon Screen Tours, to the $64.000 question on a telepreferable persons with college
Monday evening at 8 o’clock in vision program last night and
for State 5,ut1,11,
work in business administration
a Kentucky housewife won her
Morris Dailey Auditorium.
or liberal arts
,
question.
Phone CY 7-1128
This will be the fifth and last , waY to the $32000
if this season’s series. according ’
DAY or NIGHT
bill Pearson, a jockey front
0 Dr Arnold G. Applegarth, as- Pasadena, answered the $32.000
Soft:tosses Anything EL.e, F,I,cd
At a breakfast ceremony Sunsociate professor of science edu- question correctly on the CBS- day in the Red Coach Inn, 13
.
"THE CONQUEROR"
l atm.
TV program. "The 564.000 clues- men were initiated into Blue Key
1082 1 SANTA CLARA ST
with
The topic of Dr. Hill’s talk will lion." and won the right to de- Honor Society, according to Bob
SUSAN HAYWARD
Car! lisagiee, a jaelor irate be, "Wings And Talons." The
1 JOHN WAYNE
eide next week whether he’ll Weiss, president. Guest of the
Leavenworth, Wash , will receive talk will concern certain birds
"An American Interpretation ot
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time openings, evenings and SatTRY; RADIOCHEMISTRY; EXPERIMENTAL PHYSICS; HEALTH
Eleven Miles West of
urdays. No experience necessary. Invited to the semi-formal dance I Linda Lawrence, librarian; ViritiPHYSICS; DIGITAL COMPUTER CODING AND PROGRAMMING
chaplain:
and
Dolorea
Car needed. Apply 10 a m. sharp, sponsored by Wesley Foundation I nia Tindall,
San Jose on
103 E. San Fernando St , Room Friday evening from 9 to I o’clock Peal candle editor.
Almaden Road
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members of the cheater.
. Picnic Aica and
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cam
to
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p.m. Applicants should complete a per_
Barbecue Pits
Wanted: One-girl t-o share apart
sonal history form, available at the Placement Office, in adment with three others. Reasonable
. Enlarged Canteen
vance of interviews. Applicants not available for interview
rent. Utilities and phone extra
Additional
on April 16 should complete a personal history and mail it
Near college. Phone CY 3-2500.
Lawn Space for
to the Laboratory, Attention: Personnel Department.
WANTED
Sunbathers
Wanted: 6I41le student to sh.irr
apartment 405 S 8th Si Apt 2.
Co-Owners
Will shat; ride from Ranch,
ART COOPER and
Special Rates for your
, Mike et 18881
Iiimereele
NORMAN POPE
Anita Way
School, Church, Club or
- 3/8 W. Santa Clura St.
LOST AND FOUND
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Party
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San Jose 15, Calif.
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Ganuna Phi Beta Pia last.
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,v bidders foi
the new $1,228,000 clasia eam
building at San Jose State were
announced yesterday in Sacramento. according to Dr. C Grant
Burton, executive dean.
The contracts have not been
awarded to these companies, but
.nee they submitted the low bids,
it is presumed they will get the
contracts
0. E Andereon and E. A. Hathaway of San Jose were low bai-

Show Slate
STUDIO
"PICNIC"

UNITED ARTISTS

ayes on the general contract with
$710,493. Hickey and Son of Palo
Alto entered a $1511,997 bid for
mechanical work and Jones Electric of Sunnyvale submitted a
$76.749 low bid for electrical
work
The !WM three-story building,
which may be completed prior to
February 1957, will be of a new
lift-type concrete conetruction
The slabs are poured while on
the ground, and then lifted inta
proper position in the structure.
It will be the first building of
this type on the campus, according to Dean Burton.
The building is to be erected
at the corner of San Fernando
and 6th streets and adjacent to
the Speech and Drama Building
and the Spartan Shop It will consist of 31 classrooms, three laboratories, 45 two-mail faculty offices and departmental offices
for psychology, philosophy and
social science The building also
will house the campus audio-visual service center
Construction will start approximately a month after the contract
. s awarded.
-
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